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On her fourth album «Lore» (Release: 27.05.2016), the Berlin based Swede Anna Roxenholt, 

a.k.a. New Found Land takes yet another step in the electronic direction, keeping her cool within 

the melodic and quirky pop songwriting that has become her trademark. Throughout the writing 

process, Anna found herself getting a lot of inspiration from ancient myths & tales, from heretical 

Swedish love spells to Eastern Sufism, European fire rituals and Egyptian curses to Pythia, the 

prophetic Oracle of Delphi-who has given the opening track its name. 

 

From her new single «Chateau» you can’t get enough. Here, she tells us a bit about what the 

song means to her: 

 

I hope that it can be interpreted in serveral ways, and just as many of the songs on this album do, 

it has more than one meaning in my head. The verses equals tricky situations, tiresome patterns, 

tough choices, no set forms. Like a love relation or the life as an artist can be or feel like at times. 

It is necessary for me to be alone a lot when I write and produce, but sometimes I get the feeling 

that I'm sitting inside the thick walls of a castle with no contact to the outside world and without a 

clue about what, how or why. The chorus becomes a well meant slap inthe face and a call to 

"stop whining and get a grip”. To me, Chateau summarizes that necessary melt down, chaos giv-

ing birth to order. Hopefully it will also leave the listener with a feeling that everything is possible if 

you just put your heart and soul into it. 

 


